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Abstract

We analyze peridotites from a wide range of tectonic settings to investigate relationships between olivine lattice preferred

orientation (LPO) and deformation conditions in naturally deformed rocks. These samples preserve the five olivine LPO types

(A through E-type) that rock deformation experiments have suggested are controlled by water content, temperature, stress

magnitude, and pressure. The naturally deformed specimens newly investigated here (65 samples) and compiled from an

extensive literature review (445 samples) reveal that these factors may matter less than deformation history and/or geometry.

Some trends support those predicted by experimentally determined parametric dependence, but several observations disagree

— namely that all LPO types are able to form at very low water contents and stresses, and that there is no clear relationship

between water content and LPO type. This implies that at the low stresses typical of the mantle, LPO type more often varies

as a function of strain geometry. Because olivine LPO is primarily responsible for seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle, the

results of this study have several implications. These include (1) the many olivine LPO types recorded in samples from individual

localities may explain some of the complex seismic anisotropy patterns observed in the continental mantle, and (2) B-type LPO

– where olivine’s “fast axes” align perpendicular to flow direction – occurs under many more conditions than traditionally

thought. This study highlights the need for more experiments, and the difficulty in using olivine LPO in naturally-deformed

peridotites to infer deformation conditions.
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Abstract17

We analyze peridotites from a wide range of tectonic settings to investigate relationships18

between olivine lattice preferred orientation (LPO) and deformation conditions in naturally19

deformed rocks. These samples preserve the five olivine LPO types (A through E-type) that20

rock deformation experiments have suggested are controlled by water content, temperature,21

stress magnitude, and pressure. The naturally deformed specimens newly investigated here22

(65 samples) and compiled from an extensive literature review (445 samples) reveal that23

these factors may matter less than deformation history and/or geometry. Some trends24

support those predicted by experimentally determined parametric dependence, but several25

observations disagree — namely that all LPO types are able to form at very low water26

contents and stresses, and that there is no clear relationship between water content and LPO27

type. This implies that at the low stresses typical of the mantle, LPO type more often varies28

as a function of strain geometry. Because olivine LPO is primarily responsible for seismic29

anisotropy in the upper mantle, the results of this study have several implications. These30

include (1) the many olivine LPO types recorded in samples from individual localities may31

explain some of the complex seismic anisotropy patterns observed in the continental mantle,32

and (2) B-type LPO – where olivine’s “fast axes” align perpendicular to flow direction –33

occurs under many more conditions than traditionally thought. This study highlights the34

need for more experiments, and the difficulty in using olivine LPO in naturally-deformed35

peridotites to infer deformation conditions.36

1 Introduction37

Seismic anisotropy in the upper mantle is produced primarily by lattice-preferred ori-38

entation (LPO) developed in olivine during ductile deformation by the common mechanism39

of dislocation creep (Nicolas & Christensen, 1987). The manner in which olivine’s principal40

axes – [100], [010], and [001] – align with respect to shear direction is often categorized41

by LPO “types.” These types are commonly referred to as A-, B-, C-, D-, and E-type (cf.42

Karato et al., 2008). A-type, the most frequently occurring configuration, describes an LPO43

pattern where olivine’s [100] axes align in the shear direction, [010] axes align normal to the44

shear plane, and [001] axes align within the shear plane but normal to the shear direction45

(Figure 1). Because of the frequent occurrence of this type – and because seismic waves46

travel fastest along olivine’s [100] plane – it is typically assumed that in the earth’s mantle,47

seismic fast directions are oriented in the direction of shear. Seismic anisotropy is one of the48
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principal means of characterizing upper mantle flow directions, so it is critical to understand49

how and why these LPO types form, particularly for those types that contradict such an50

assumption.51

The patterns, or morphologies, of olivine LPOs – schematically represented in Figure 152

– are often assumed to reflect the activation of one or more specific slip systems: [100](010)53

for A-type, [001](010) for B-type, [001](100) for C-type, [100](001) for E-type. D-type is54

expected when [100](010) and [100](001) are of similar strength. These slip systems are55

activated as a function of their orientation with respect to applied stress, and their Peierls56

stress or “yield strength,” which can be affected by the physical conditions of deformation57

(e.g. Mackwell et al., 1985; Bai et al., 1991; Kaminski, 2002). Numerical modeling efforts58

have demonstrated that most LPO types can be reproduced by varying both “strain geome-59

try” (orientation and magnitude of the principal strain axes with respect to the deformation60

plane) and slip system strengths (Ribe & Yu, 1991; Wenk et al., 1991; Tommasi et al., 1999,61

2000; Kaminski, 2002; Becker et al., 2008). In recent decades, several experiments have62

focused on the relationship between LPO types and physical deformation conditions, most63

notably temperature, water content, and deviatoric stress magnitude (e.g. Jung & Karato,64

2001; Katayama et al., 2004; Jung et al., 2006; Katayama & Karato, 2006; Ohuchi et al.,65

2012; Wang et al., 2019). These high temperature and pressure experiments found that66

at experimental conditions, the less common B- through E-type LPOs form when water67

contents and/or deviatoric stress magnitudes are elevated relative to conditions resulting in68

A-type LPO (Figure 1). Several additional recent studies, however, have shown that factors69

other than water and stress – such as temperature, pressure, deformation mechanism, defor-70

mation history, deformation geometry, strain magnitude, and/or the presence of melt – can71

also affect slip system strength and/or contribute to the development of olivine LPO (e.g.72

Katayama & Karato, 2006; Sundberg & Cooper, 2008; Jung et al., 2009b; Boneh & Skemer,73

2014; Hansen et al., 2014; Précigout & Hirth, 2014; Qi et al., 2018). B-type, for example,74

has been suggested to form under high pressures, lower temperatures, and/or during grain75

boundary sliding in some experiments (Katayama & Karato, 2006; Sundberg & Cooper,76

2008; Précigout & Hirth, 2014). Other examples include AG-type (also known as axial-01077

or “a-c switch”) – a sixth LPO type suggested to form in the presence of melt (Holtzman78

et al., 2003; Qi et al., 2018) – and D-type, which Hansen et al. (2014) demonstrated can de-79

velop during dislocation-accommodated grain boundary sliding at lower strains than A-type80

LPO.81
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By comparison with experiments, natural peridotites are deformed at orders of mag-82

nitude lower strain rates and under a wider range of temperatures, pressures, deviatoric83

stresses and strain magnitudes than is currently accessible in experiments. Additionally,84

experiments are conducted (with few exceptions) on initially undeformed samples or syn-85

thetic olivine aggregates that generally lack any pre-existing textures or LPOs; whereas in86

most geologic settings, the lithospheric mantle has experienced multiple phases of deforma-87

tion, and recent studies indicate that past deformation history is not easily erased, with even88

completely annealed samples preserving strong LPOs (e.g. Webber et al., 2010; Boneh et al.,89

2017). Our aim in this paper is to examine LPO development in rocks from natural settings90

that have likely experienced multiple phases of deformation and highly variable degrees of91

finite strain. To do this, we use 65 naturally deformed peridotite samples from xenoliths,92

continental mantle massifs, and ophiolites to explore any trends between deformation con-93

ditions and olivine LPO in natural peridotites. Our results are presented alongside samples94

compiled from 48 previously published studies in which olivine LPOs were measured. We95

compare our natural dataset to existing experimental constraints, discuss similarities and96

differences between these two dataset types, and explore implications for seismic anisotropy97

in the mantle.98

2 Sample Descriptions99

65 peridotites were newly analyzed for this study (Figure 2 and Tables 1 and 2). 42100

are xenoliths from the western US: 7 from the Rio Grande Rift region (2 from Elephant101

Butte, 2 from Cerro Chato, and 3 from Cerro de Guadalupe); 6 from San Carlos Volcanic102

Field in Arizona; 3 from Kilbourne Hole in New Mexico; 11 from Lunar Crater Volcanic103

Field; 15 from the Mojave (7 from Cima Volcanic Field and 8 from Dish Hill). An additional104

5 samples derive from the Navajo Volcanic Field in the four corners region of the western105

US, and are diatreme-hosted inclusions rather than xenoliths. The remaining 6 xenoliths –106

5 from the San Quintin Volcanic Field in Mexico and 1 from Eifel Germany – come from107

outside of the western US. 10 peridotites come from continental massifs: 2 are from the108

Ivrea Zone in Italy and 8 are from the Bjørkedalen Peridotite in western Norway. The last109

2 peridotites come from the Bay of Islands Ophiolite Complex in western Newfoundland.110

Additional details on these localities can be found in Supplementary Material Text S5.111

Most xenolith specimens are spinel lherzolites, wehrlites, and harzburgites (Table 1).112

Exceptions include some from Lunar Crater that are dunites, and samples from Norway that113
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contain primarily olivine and tremolite with small amounts of anthophyllite, orthopyroxene,114

clinopyroxene and spinel. These samples, and some from the Navajo locality that contain115

chlorite and antigorite, are the only ones that contain hydrous minerals stable under mantle116

conditions. The peridotites from Newfoundland are the only samples that appear to have117

been altered significantly through late-stage serpentinization. None of the newly studied118

peridotites herein contain garnet.119

Textures in the samples range from granular to protogranular to porphyroclastic to120

mylonitic. Granular samples are characterized by large grains (> 2 mm) with abundant121

triple junctions, no foliation, and only very minor subgrain development in olivine. Pro-122

togranular samples have moderately large grains (1–2 mm) and show weak grain elongation123

with occasional evidence of internal grain deformation. Porphyroclastic samples exhibit124

large, elongate olivine and orthopyroxene porphyroclasts with irregular grain boundaries125

and substantial dynamic recrystallization. Mylonitic samples have pervasive dynamic re-126

crystallization, finer grain sizes, and exhibit strong foliations with porphyroclasts that are127

smaller and significantly more elongate than those in the porphyroclastic category.128

Most porphyroclastic to mylonitic samples preserve evidence of deformation via dis-129

location creep as indicated by 1) internal lattice deformation (e.g., subgrains and undu-130

lose extinction); 2) “core-and-mantle” microstructures in which elongate porphyroclasts are131

surrounded by smaller, equant, dynamically recrystallized grains lacking in internal de-132

formation. An exception are some dunite samples from Norway that show evidence for133

dislocation-accommodated grain boundary sliding, such as 4-grain junctions, straight grain134

boundaries parallel to foliation, shape preferred orientation, relatively weak LPO, and min-135

imal internal deformation (e.g. White, 1977). Additional descriptions and images of these136

microstructures can be found in Supplementary Material Text S6 and Figures S7 and S8.137

Deformation temperatures for all samples were estimated based on previously pub-138

lished work, which reported temperatures to varying precision. The inferred temperatures,139

and other information on these samples, can be found in Tables 1 and 2.140

3 Methods141

A range of microanalytical techniques were applied to characterize olivine LPO and142

deformation conditions, as follows.143
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3.1 SIMS144

We used the Cameca 6f Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometer (SIMS) at Arizona State145

University to measure water concentrations in olivine, orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene,146

collecting data from 7 mounts over three sessions. In addition to unknowns of every phase,147

each mount contained some of several olivine, clinopyroxene, and orthopyroxene standards:148

PMR53, CITI7210, GRR2334a, GRR16506 (Bell et al., 1995; Aubaud et al., 2007; Mosen-149

felder et al., 2011; Mosenfelder & Rossman, 2013a,b) along with a well-established synthetic150

forsterite blank (GRR1017, 0 ppm H2O) (Bell et al., 1995; Mosenfelder & Rossman, 2013a,b)151

or San Carlos olivine grains with known water content of < 3 ppm H2O (Marshall et al.,152

2018). Additional information on sample preparation, applied blank corrections, calibration153

curves used (R2 = 0.89 − 0.98), and reported standard errors can be found in the Supple-154

mentary Material (Text S1, Tables S1 and S2, and Figure S1). Due to the well-documented155

diffusion of hydrogen in olivine grains during xenolith ascent (e.g. Demouchy et al., 2006;156

Peslier & Luhr, 2006), in-situ (i.e., mantle) olivine water contents are often calculated from157

partition coefficients applied to measured pyroxene water contents (Dopx/ol = 0.11 and158

Dcpx/ol = 0.07) (e.g. Warren & Hauri, 2014). If water contents were measured for both159

orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene, the calculated olivine water content was estimated by160

taking the average value calculated from each mineral.161

3.2 X-ray CT162

The Xradia microXCT 400 at UT Austin was used to isolate spinel — distinguishable163

from other phases in scans due to its relatively high density — to identify foliation and164

lineation in samples where this was not easily recognizable in hand sample, and to quantify165

the shape preferred orientation (SPO) of spinel grains with implications for strain geom-166

etry. FEI Avizo 8.0 software was used to create 3D volume renderings and visualizations167

(Supplementary Material Text S2 and Figure S2). Quant3D Software was used to quantify168

the degree of SPO anisotropy and shape of spinel grains through the calculation of fabric169

tensor eigenvalues (Ketcham & Ryan, 2004) (Supplementary Material Text S2 and Table170

S3), which in turn were used to calculate the following: P ′, a parameter that ranges from 1171

to infinity and increases with greater anisotropy (Jelinek, 1981), and T , a shape factor rang-172

ing from −1 to 1, where negative and positive values indicate prolate and oblate ellipsoids,173

respectively (Hossack, 1968).174
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3.3 Grain Size Measurements and Stress Magnitudes175

Olivine aspect ratios, subgrain widths, and dynamically recrystallized grain sizes were176

measured using Zeiss Zen Pro software connected to a Zeiss Axio Imager M2m petrographic177

microscope. Measurements were averaged for at least 100 dynamically recrystallized grains178

or subgrains per sample. Prior work has demonstrated that this method yields virtually179

identical results compared to the linear intercept method conducted optically or using EBSD180

data (Bernard & Behr, 2017). Average recrystallized grain sizes, after applying a correction181

factor of 1.2 to account for 2D sectioning, were used to estimate deviatoric stress magnitudes182

during deformation based on the paleopiezometer of Van der Wal et al. (1993). Olivine183

aspect ratios in 2-D were used to calculate the constant, k, which defines the slope of a184

Flinn diagram and describes the shape of a strain ellipsoid as having experienced flattening185

(0 < k < 1, i.e., oblate shapes), plane strain (k = 1) or constriction (k > 1, i.e., prolate186

shapes) (Table 2) (Flinn, 1965).187

3.4 Electron Backscatter Diffraction (EBSD)188

LPO in olivine was measured from polished thin sections with an Oxford EBSD de-189

tector installed in the Phillips/FEI XL30 Environmental SEM at The University of Texas190

at Austin using a 20–25 kV accelerating voltage, 15–20 mm working distance, 30–40X mag-191

nification, and 10–50 micron step sizes. Large Area Maps were acquired using Oxford192

Instruments AZtec software (version 2.1), and post-processing was conducted using MTEX193

4.4.0 toolboxes and included noise reduction with a smoothing spline filter (Bachmann et al.,194

2010). MTEX was also used to estimate modal percentages, make lower hemisphere projec-195

tion pole figures plotted as one-point-per-grain, to calculate fabric strengths using the M-196

(Skemer et al., 2005) and J-indices (Bunge, 1982), and to calculate two LPO orientation197

indices: the BA-index, which quantifies LPOs from zero to 1 where zero represents D-type198

LPO and 1 represents AG-type LPO, and the Fabric Index Angle (FIA-index), which allows199

an LPO to be expressed as a single angle (Mainprice et al., 2015; Michibayashi et al., 2016)200

(see Supplementary Material Table S5).201

4 Inclusion and Treatment of Previously Published Data202

In addition to measurements on our own samples, we compiled data from a literature203

review. Data come from 48 studies published in the past 15 years, yielding 445 individual204
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peridotite samples (see Appendix A and Supplementary Material Text S3 and Table S4 for205

a list of studies and breakdown of which studies have particular LPO types and analyses).206

The vast majority of these peridotites are xenoliths and samples from continental massifs;207

11 samples come from ophiolitic settings and 4 samples come from one abyssal locality208

(Figures 2 and 3). The treatment of this previously published data was not always straight-209

forward, particularly when it came to including data for stress, deformation temperature,210

and water content. In particular, a comparison of water contents involves the non-trivial211

task of comparing data obtained from olivines and pyroxenes, using SIMS and FTIR (both212

polarized and unpolarized) and correcting for differences in calibrations of Paterson (1982)213

and Bell et al. (2003) as quantified by Koga et al. (2003). A discussion of this is included214

in Supplementary Material Text S3.215

5 Results216

5.1 LPO Types217

The results of the analytical work conducted on our own samples are provided in218

Tables 1 and 2. We found that all documented LPO types were represented: 18 samples219

had A-type, 5 B-type, 3 C-type, 5 D-type, 15 E-type, and 8 AG-type (Figure 2). 11 samples220

had ambiguous LPOs that could not definitely be categorized into one of these 6 types.221

Three of these “inconclusive” samples displayed a bimodal C-E-type LPO identical to that222

explored recently in Wallis et al. (2019).223

The 445 peridotite samples from the literature plus our own 65 samples total 510224

samples (Figure 2). The frequency of LPO types within this dataset is broadly consistent225

with the compilation of Ismäıl & Mainprice (1998), which included fabrics for 110 peridotites226

from a wide range of geologic settings. Our dataset includes a smaller proportion of A-type227

samples than this prior compilation (29% versus 50%) with more representation of the other228

LPO types; this is likely a reflection of community interest in these more “exotic” LPO types229

over the past 15 years. Nevertheless, the observation that our new compilation exhibits the230

same relative proportions of LPO types as Ismäıl & Mainprice (1998) (where A-type is the231

most common, followed by D-, AG-, B-, E-, C-types in that order), suggests that these232

relative abundances may be representative of peridotites globally. There is most likely no233

sample overlap, as all studies included in our compilation were published after Ismäıl &234

Mainprice (1998).235
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5.2 Fabric Strength236

The following results refer exclusively to the samples analyzed in this study (and ex-237

clude data from the literature compilation). We examined trends relating to fabric strength,238

or the degree to which grains are aligned, as this is often used as a metric to assess whether239

an LPO has reached steady state in experiments (cf. Skemer & Hansen, 2016). M- and240

J-indices range from 0.01–0.37 and 1.2–17.4, respectively. There was a strong agreement241

between M- and J-indices (R2 = 0.72), with the possible exception of D-type samples, whose242

M-indices appeared to overpredict relative to the J-index (Supplementary Material Figure243

S3). There did not appear to be any strong correlation between olivine LPO type and fabric244

strength.245

5.3 Modal Percentages246

We examined whether the modal percentage of olivine affects the LPO type, since247

the presence of other phases (namely clinopyroxene and orthopyroxene) may inhibit the248

formation of LPO in olivine through a mechanism such as Zener pinning (Smith, 1948).249

Olivine modal percentages for the peridotites studied range from 45 to 100% (with the250

exception of one olivine gabbro with 28% olivine). We found no relationship between olivine251

LPO type and modal percent with the exception of D-type, which seemed to occur over a252

narrower range of modal percentages (Supplementary Material Figure S3).253

5.4 Microstructural Categories254

Within our own suite of 65 samples, 16 were classified as protogranular, 31 as porphy-255

roclastic, 15 as mylonitic, and 3 as ultramylonitic (Table 1). We examined whether olivine256

LPO type is affected by microstructural category, as this may be a proxy for strain magni-257

tude, and strain magnitude has been suggested to influence LPO development within both258

naturally and experimentally deformed peridotites (e.g. Warren et al., 2008; Hansen et al.,259

2014). While we see no evidence that LPO varies by microstructural category globally (Sup-260

plementary Material Figure S4), there are two individual localities for which olivine LPO261

does seem to correlate with microstructure category. In the suite of Mojave xenoliths, for262

example, granular and protogranular samples (i.e., low strain) consistently preserve A-type263

LPO whereas porphyroclastic and mylonitic samples (i.e., high strain) typically displayed264

E-type LPO. In the suite of high temperature xenoliths from Lunar Crater volcanic field265
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(cf. Dygert et al., 2019), highly strained ultramylonitic samples display either C-type LPO266

(or an unusual bimodal C-E-type hybrid that resulted in some samples being listed as “in-267

conclusive,” Supplementary Material Table S5), while the lower strained porphyroclastic268

samples preserve E-type LPOs.269

5.5 Slip Systems270

To confirm whether our LPOs reflect deformation along particular slip systems, we271

performed subgrain misorientation analysis to determine the slip systems active for specific272

porphyroclasts containing subgrain boundaries (Supplemental Material Text S4 and Figure273

S6). Evidence for all known olivine slip systems – [100](010), [001](010), [001](100), and274

[100](001) – was identified within this dataset; [100](010) and [100](001) were the most275

common. The results of these analyses reveal a complicated relationship between LPO type276

and active slip systems, with many samples exhibiting subgrain misorientation patterns277

indicative of incompatible slip systems (Figure 4). With few exceptions, LPOs plotted for278

subsets of small (recrystallized) and large (porphyroclasts) grains both reflect the same279

bulk LPO, suggesting that these contradictory slip systems do not simply reflect a new280

LPO developing in the most recent stage of deformation. Interestingly, only one sample281

with B-type LPO had subgrains preserving the [001](010) slip system, as would be expected282

for dislocation creep under simple shear.283

5.6 Water Content284

Samples in this study record measured water contents for olivine, orthopyroxene, and285

clinopyroxene of 1–87 (n = 38), 11–318 (n = 27) and 53–1712 (n = 24) ppm H2O (16–1392,286

121–3498, 636–20544 ppm H/Si) respectively, and calculated olivine water contents (from287

partition coefficients with pyroxenes) of 3–75 ppm H2O or 48–1200 ppm H/Si (n = 30).288

Plots of olivine versus pyroxene water contents rarely agree with experimental partitioning289

predictions (Figure 5). This observation supports the notion that measured olivine water290

content is an unreliable indication of in situ mantle water contents in xenoliths (cf. Warren291

& Hauri, 2014). The strong agreement between orthopyroxene and clinopyroxene water292

contents, and its consistency with experimental partition coefficients, supports the assump-293

tion that pyroxenes do preserve in situ water. Additionally, we saw no systematic variation294

between core and rim measurements in pyroxenes (Figure 5) and water content transects295
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showed no systematic diffusion of water in these phases. Only core measurements were used296

to calculate the average water contents for each phase presented in Table 1.297

5.7 Deviatoric Stress, Temperature, and Strain Geometry298

Stresses estimated using paleopiezometry range from 11–87 MPa and deformation299

temperatures range from ∼600–1258◦C. The wide range of values calculated for olivine thin300

section-derived Flinn constant, k, as well as the spinel CT-derived shape parameter, T,301

suggest these samples represent a wide range of strain geometries: k and T ranged from302

0.04–5.8 (n = 24) and −0.87–0.77 (n = 42), respectively (P’ ranged from 1.16–2.85) (Figure303

8 and Table 2).304

6 Comparisons Between LPOs and Deformation Parameters305

6.1 Water vs. Stress306

Figure 6 demonstrates that LPO types do not neatly segregate into LPO clusters in307

water-stress space, as suggested based on the experiments represented in Figure 1. For308

example, all LPOs are present in the region where only A-type is predicted (low water309

and low stress). Furthermore, although the highest water content samples are C-type, they310

still fall well below the experimental E-to-C transition. The observations disagree with the311

experimental relationships shown in Figures 1 and 6. Some trends do, however, emerge.312

Two that agree with experimental predictions are (1) natural samples with the highest313

water contents have C-type LPOs, and (2) A-type LPO does not occur at water contents314

above the experimental A-to-E-type boundary.315

6.2 Stress vs. Temperature316

Experiments indicate that the transition from B- to C-type LPO can be dependent317

on temperature and stress, with B-type occurring at lower temperatures and higher stresses318

(Katayama & Karato, 2006). Figure 7 reveals that C-type LPO does seem to be associated319

with higher temperatures and rarely occurs in peridotites with temperatures below 800◦C.320

The B-type samples, however, occur over a very wide range of both stress and temperature.321

High pressure conditions (as inferred from the presence of garnet) appears to have no ef-322

fect on the relationship between B and C-type LPO in stress-temperature space, and can323

therefore likely be ruled out as the sole reason for high temperature B-type samples. When324
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averaged over all samples, B and AG-type samples have the lowest average temperatures325

(∼850◦C), while E-type has the highest (∼1000◦C). The average temperatures recorded in326

samples with A, C, and D-type LPOs are all similarly ∼900–950◦C.327

6.3 Effect of Strain Geometry328

The Flinn constant, k (see Section 3.3), derived from olivine SPO measurements re-329

vealed no trend with the type of olivine LPO — that is, whether some olivine LPOs prefer-330

entially form in prolate (constriction) vs. oblate (flattening) strain geometries. Interestingly,331

k also showed very little agreement with the shape parameter, T, derived from spinel grains332

(Supplementary Material Figure S3). This lack of agreement, along with the observation333

that we do see a trend between LPO and spinel shape, may mean that in many samples,334

olivine SPO does not reliably preserve strain geometry, possibly due to dynamic recrystal-335

lization.336

The trend between LPO and spinel-recorded strain geometry is illustrated in Figure337

8. Chatzaras et al. (2016) observed an inverse trend between BA-index and spinel shape338

parameter, T, consistent with AG-type (0 < BA . 0.35) forming under flattening (oblate339

ellipsoid: T > 0), orthorhombic LPO types (0.35 . BA . 0.65) forming under plane strain340

(T ≈ 0), and D-type (0.65 . BA < 1) forming under tension or constriction (prolate341

ellipsoid: T < 0). When plotted together with the samples in this study, we find that342

this relationship persists in most cases, with the exception of B- and C-type LPOs, which343

consistently fall in the oblate category (Figure 8b).344

7 Discussion345

7.1 Uncertainties346

Before we compare and contrast the natural and experimental datasets, we first eval-347

uate the various sources of uncertainty that may influence our natural data, including three348

primary sources: 1) analytical, 2) calibration and standards-related, and 3) epistemic uncer-349

tainties (i.e., uncertainties related to lack of knowledge) regarding whether the measurements350

are representative of deformation conditions.351
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7.1.1 Analytical Uncertainties352

Analytical uncertainties within our own dataset are minimal. In pyroxenes, the stan-353

dard error for each measurement was only 1% of the measured water content. The uncer-354

tainty from water content measurements is primarily due to heterogeneity of grains within355

each sample, which resulted in a standard error of ∼15% of the reported average water356

contents in pyroxenes. Within our own dataset, the SIMS calibration curves generated from357

established water content standards have relatively low levels of uncertainty. The standard358

error of the regression line fit through the four calibration curves ranged from 18–22 ppm359

H2O (R2 = 0.96 − 0.98) with the exception of one mount where the standard error was360

41 ppm H2O (R2 = 0.89) (Supplementary Material Figure S1). The uncertainties around361

stress estimates from paleopiezometry can similarly be estimated from the variations in re-362

crystallized grain sizes within each sample; they amounted to an average standard error363

of < 2 MPa. Analytical standard error of temperature measurements are similarly low.364

While no new temperature estimates are presented in this study, temperatures from the365

Mojave xenoliths, for example, have a standard error of 2–12◦C (Bernard & Behr, 2017).366

We therefore do not consider the analytical uncertainties to be large enough to explain any367

discrepancies between nature and experiments.368

7.1.2 Uncertainties in Calibrations369

In the case of water contents measured in olivine and/or pyroxenes with FTIR, different370

calibrations yield significantly different water content estimates. The calibration of Paterson371

(1982) used in many natural studies as well as in the LPO experiments represented in372

Figures 1 and 6 does not take into account mineral orientation, and therefore underpredicts373

olivine water contents by a factor of ∼3.5 and orthopyroxene water contents by a factor374

of ∼2 compared to the more accurate and precise calibration of Bell et al. (2003), which375

is consistent with SIMS measurements (Koga et al., 2003). These calibration issues affect376

all of the experimental data, and many of the natural datasets which we incorporated377

from previously published work. They do not, however, affect our own data measured using378

SIMS, so correlations or decorrelations related to water in our own dataset are robust. When379

plotting data from the literature, we have attempted to overcome this issue by multiplying380

any FTIR water contents calculated with the Paterson (1982) calibration so that they are381

in line with the calibration of Bell et al. (2003), using the aforementioned correction factors.382

In addition to these calibration issues, there are also different estimates of the partitioning383
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coefficients between olivine and pyroxenes (e.g. Hirth & Kohlstedt, 1996; Warren & Hauri,384

2014). All of the data we discuss were corrected using the same partitioning coefficient,385

however, so these are systematic uncertainties that affect all data points equally.386

7.1.3 Epistemic Uncertainties387

There remains a recurring difficulty in natural microstructural datasets of relating388

geochemistry to deformation stages. Peridotite mineral geochemistry, including hydrogen389

used to measure water content and major and trace elements used for thermometry, can be390

reset during both the short timescales of xenolith ascent, but also during longer timescale391

thermal events that can occur while the rocks are still in-situ in the mantle, but not nec-392

essarily deforming. Longer timescale thermal events can induce hydrogen diffusion even393

in pyroxenes. Simultaneously, however, prolonged periods of heating should also affect the394

microstructural evolution, and and we should expect pre-existing deformation fabrics to395

show signs of annealing/grain growth if they were being heated in-situ, but not simulta-396

neously deforming. Comparisons of H diffusion rates in pyroxene to olivine grain growth397

rates, suggest that both should be significant over ky timescales (Supplementary Material398

Text S8 and Figure S9). For example, experiments of Ingrin et al. (1995) suggest that at399

900◦C, water in diopside can diffuse ∼1 meter in 20 ky; and the wet grain growth law of400

Karato (1989) predicts several mm of grain growth for those same conditions and timescale.401

Samples with granular textures and relict LPOs are likely examples of this scenario, but402

the other textures in our dataset retain grain morphologies that argue against significant403

thermal annealing, thus suggesting the measured water contents are representative of wa-404

ter content during deformation. Only half of the studies included in the compiled external405

datasets, however, interpreted temperature as representative of deformation temperatures406

specifically (Supplementary Material Text S7).407

7.2 Explanations for Differences Between Nature and Experiment408

As discussed in Section 6, our natural dataset does not exhibit systematic relationships409

between most olivine LPO types and deformation conditions such as stress magnitude, water410

content or temperature. Here we explore three potential explanations for this, including the411

following:412
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1. At the low stresses of the natural samples examined, olivine slip systems are not413

strongly sensitive to external deformation conditions.414

Differential stresses in the experiments connecting olivine LPO to water, temperature,415

and stress magnitudes range from ∼100 to 500 MPa (Bystricky et al., 2000; Zhang et al.,416

2000; Jung & Karato, 2001; Katayama et al., 2004; Jung et al., 2006). In contrast, how-417

ever, the vast majority of natural samples examined here record stresses < 100 MPa and418

cluster around 30 MPa (Figures 6 and 7). Several experiments have been conducted at419

similarly low differential stresses (∼10–180 MPa) on olivine single crystals at relatively high420

temperatures (∼1200–1600◦C) and room pressures (Durham & Goetze, 1977; Bai et al.,421

1991; Jin et al., 1994). These experiments did not detect any difference in the stress expo-422

nents for the [100](010), [100](001), and [001](100) olivine slip systems, suggesting a lack of423

stress dependence on slip system activity at these conditions. The similar lack of system-424

atic correlation between LPO type, and water or temperature in our natural dataset also425

suggests that these components of deformation conditions only weakly influence olivine slip426

systems at low stresses. An exception may be the [001](100) slip system characteristic of427

C-type LPO, as this LPO type appears to correlate with the experimentally constrained428

boundary in stress-temperature space. Mackwell et al. (1985) conducted T = 1300◦C,429

P = 0.3 GPa deformation experiments on San Carlos olivine single crystals and found that430

water had no effect on the dominant slip system. However, it should be noted that water-431

induced fabric transitions may not occur readily at these low pressures since water solubility432

in olivine increases with pressure (Kohlstedt et al., 1996). At low stresses, alternative fac-433

tors may instead influence relative strength of slip systems. For example, the relatively low434

stress single crystal deformation experiments of Raterron et al. (2009) suggest that high435

pressure – rather than water, stress, or temperature – may promote to a transition from436

A-type [100](010) to B-type [001](010) slip.437

2. Apparent LPO type is more a reflection of kinematics and strain path than differ-438

ences in slip system strength.439

A weak sensitivity of olivine slip systems to deformation conditions at low stresses is440

compatible with (and perhaps required by) the results shown in Figure 8a in which olivine441

LPO exhibits a significant correlation with spinel shape. That is, if olivine slip systems are442

only weakly influenced by external deformation parameters, then olivine LPO should become443

much more sensitive to boundary conditions and strain path (also referred to as “strain444
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geometry”). A sensitivity of LPO to strain geometry has been recognized in numerous445

experimental and modeling studies of a wide range of crustal minerals including quartz,446

calcite, biotite, and hornblende (e.g. Lister & Hobbs, 1980; Lloyd et al., 2011; Llana-Fúnez &447

Rutter, 2014). The relationship between LPO and strain geometry has also been explored for448

olivine, primarily through modeling and investigations of natural peridotites. For example,449

numerical simulations by both Wenk et al. (1991) and Tommasi et al. (1999) found AG-type450

LPO formed in axial compression or flattening strain, while A-type LPO formed in simple451

shear, and D-type formed in transtension or constrictional strain. Chatzaras et al. (2016)452

found the same relationship between these LPOs and strain geometry in a suite of natural453

samples from West Antarctica, and additionally found evidence that B-type LPO forms in454

flattening strain, an observation also made in natural samples by Lee & Jung (2015).455

The role of strain geometry has been addressed less commonly in experiments, al-456

though multiple studies have produced AG-type LPO during axial compression experiments457

(e.g. Nicolas et al., 1973; Hansen et al., 2011). The vast majority of olivine deformation ex-458

periments, including those associating olivine LPO types to deformation conditions (Figure459

1), are conducted under simple shear. The five slip systems producing A- through E-type460

LPOs in simple shear produce very different LPO patterns under triaxial compression and461

extension (Fig. 4 in Skemer & Hansen (2016)).462

A sensitivity to strain geometry also means that the orientation of pre-existing LPOs463

in the mantle will play a significant role in determining both the evolution of LPO and464

the final LPO at steady state. Deformation experiments have historically been conducted465

on randomly oriented hot-pressed aggregates with weak to no pre-existing LPO. However,466

modeling (e.g. Becker et al., 2006; Skemer et al., 2012; Boneh et al., 2015), experiments (e.g.467

Skemer et al., 2011; Boneh & Skemer, 2014; Hansen et al., 2014, 2016), and natural studies of468

exposed peridotite shear zones (e.g. Warren et al., 2008; Skemer et al., 2010; Webber et al.,469

2010; Hansen & Warren, 2015) have shown that pre-existing LPO and changes in kinematics470

influence subsequent LPO development. Boneh et al. (2015), for example, showed that471

models with pre-existing textures evolved differently with progressive strain in each of three472

kinematic configurations, and differently from scenarios with initially random textures. This473

modeling is consistent with experiments by Boneh & Skemer (2014), where Åheim dunite,474

a starting material with moderately strong texture, was deformed and compressed in three475

directions (parallel, perpendicular, and oblique) relative to its initial foliation. When the476

starting texture is random, samples compressed perpendicular to foliation developed the477
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expected AG-type LPO in both the models of Boneh et al. (2015) and the experiments of478

Boneh & Skemer (2014). Interestingly, when there was a pre-existing texture – particularly479

in the oblique and parallel configurations – an unexpected LPO formed where [100] axes480

preferentially oriented perpendicular to lineation within the foliation plane. While B-type481

in appearance, this LPO was a transient consequence of the reorientation of a pre-existing482

fabric, and not a product of the [001](010) slip system. In this case, the “B-type” LPO would483

have no relationship to the high stress, moderate-high water contents or low temperatures484

predicted by simple shear experiments. Rather, it was a consequence of kinematic factors.485

None of the configurations in the Boneh & Skemer (2014) experiments, which were486

only conducted to strains of < 0.7, reached a steady state, making it unclear how long this487

transient pseudo LPO type would persist with increased strain. Experiments by Hansen488

et al. (2014, 2016) that deformed samples to much higher strains (γ = 20) demonstrated489

that the orientation and strength of LPOs are identical regardless of any pre-existing texture490

(formed through tension followed by torsion) when γ & 10. Steady state did, however, appear491

to require higher amounts of strain in samples with pre-existing textures, in agreement492

with the findings of the aforementioned numerical and natural studies. Models with pre-493

existing textures can require 3–5 times the strain magnitude to approach steady state, and494

experimental and field data suggest a shear strain of 1 is required to align [100] parallel to495

shear directions in samples without pre-existing LPO and as much as 4 for samples with496

initial textures (Skemer & Hansen, 2016, for a review).497

Since the majority of our samples are xenoliths, it is impossible to know if steady state498

LPO has been achieved, or to quantify the strain magnitude in each sample. It is likely499

that many of these lithospheric peridotites have not achieved steady state, as moderately500

strained (γ = 2–4) portions of exposed mantle shear zones have not reached steady state as501

evident by the oblique orientation of [100] axes to shear (Skemer & Hansen, 2016).502

3. At the low stress magnitudes of the natural samples examined, olivine LPOs are503

not primarily controlled by slip on individual slip systems but instead by activation of other504

deformation mechanisms that operate to allow strain compatibility.505

This explanation is compatible with our observations presented in Figure 4, in which506

inferred active slip systems in some samples do not match the expected slip system for the507

observed bulk LPO type in the same sample. The mismatch is especially prominent for B-508

and AG-type samples, whereas A-, D- and E-type display misorientation profiles consistent509
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with their expected [100] slip systems. (The sparse number of C-type samples, particularly510

those with subgrains, makes it difficult to draw conclusions about its connection with the511

associated [001](100) slip system.)512

As described previously, both B- and AG-type LPO types have been associated with513

factors other than activation of the assumed [001](010) and [h0l ](010) slip systems, respec-514

tively. AG-type has been associated with deformation in the presence of melt (Holtzman515

et al., 2003; Qi et al., 2018), and – in addition to forming transiently (Boneh & Skemer,516

2014; Boneh et al., 2015) or from flattening strain (Chatzaras et al., 2016) – B-type LPO517

has been attributed to a deformation through grain size sensitive deformation mechanisms518

such as diffusion creep (Sundberg & Cooper, 2008; Drury et al., 2011; Miyazaki et al., 2013)519

and dislocation-accommodated grain boundary sliding (DisGBS) (Précigout & Hirth, 2014).520

Of course some of the noise present in Figure 4 may be attributed to combinations521

of slip systems working in concert to produce LPOs, in agreement with modeling that in-522

corporates combinations of critical resolved shear stresses for the [100](010), [100](001),523

[001](010), and [001](100) slip systems (e.g. Kaminski, 2002; Becker et al., 2008). In partic-524

ular, it may be unsurprising that so many samples preserve subgrains with both [100](010)525

and [100](001) slip systems, as these have nearly identical critical resolved shear stresses at526

intermediate temperatures ∼1000◦C (Goetze, 1978). Alternatively, because misorientation527

profiles are necessarily collected from porphyroclasts, perhaps they reflect the orientations528

of harder crystal slip systems whereas the recrystallised grains (lacking subgrains) are those529

that experienced slip along the system representative of the bulk LPO.530

The three explanations discussed above are not mutually exclusive. Moreover, our531

data and the explanations provided above do not imply that deformation conditions (such532

as stress, temperature, and water) have no effect on olivine slip systems, but rather that533

boundary conditions and pre-existing fabrics appear to be more influential than deforma-534

tion conditions on olivine LPO in the ambient lithospheric mantle. These findings suggest535

caution should be taken in using olivine LPO types to infer deformation conditions without536

independent deformation condition constraints.537

7.3 Implications for Seismic Anisotropy538

As suggested by the smaller proportion of A-type samples in our dataset versus the539

compilation of Ismäıl & Mainprice (1998) in Figure 2, there may be a bias in favor of non-540
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A-type LPOs in the literature due to the community’s interest in these less common types541

in recent decades. This issue of representation aside, we use this large dataset to investigate542

the implications for seismic anisotropy, particularly in the continental lithospheric mantle,543

as this is where the vast majority of samples are sourced (Figure 2). One of the most544

striking aspects of this dataset is the number of different olivine LPOs preserved at individual545

localities (Figure 3). 19 of the 52 localities had samples with three or more LPOs, 18 had546

B-type LPOs, and 14 had LPO types with opposing/orthogonal fast axes: that is, B-type547

LPO in addition to A, C, D, and/or E-type LPOs. Lastly, while over a quarter of localities548

(15) had samples with C-type LPOs, less than half of those had more than two individual549

samples with this LPO type. These observations have four primary implications:550

1. The relatively complex seismic anisotropy patterns observed in the continental (ver-551

sus oceanic) mantle (e.g. Long & Becker, 2010) can be explained in part by the wide552

range of LPO types found among the peridotites sampled from xenoliths and conti-553

nental massifs. Some of this complexity may be due to frozen-in anisotropy within554

the lithosphere, but our reseults suggest it could also be attributed to the lack of555

stress dependence of slip systems at low stresses typical of the upper mantle, small556

scale variations in strain geometry, the influence of pre-existing textures on LPO557

development, or all of the above. While trends of LPO type with estimated depth558

goes beyond the scope of this study, it is conceivable that the wide variety of LPO559

types at some individual localities may vary with depth, which would be in agreement560

with recent studies that observe complex anisotropic layering within the lithosphere561

(e.g. Ford et al., 2016) and connect mid-lithospheric discontinuities (MLDs) to sharp562

changes in seismic anisotropy (e.g. Yuan & Romanowicz, 2010; Wirth & Long, 2014;563

Auer et al., 2015).564

2. The complexities introduced by B-type LPOs affect more tectonic settings than just565

the cold corner of the mantle wedge. This may be an explanation (though one of566

several, see Long (2013) for a review) for the confounding occurrence of trench parallel567

anisotropy unexpectedly far away from the trench (e.g. Hoernle et al., 2008; Abt et al.,568

2009, 2010; Long et al., 2015). In our dataset, B-type LPO is shown to develop at the569

full range of mantle stress, water, and temperature conditions (up to 1100◦C). For570

this reason, flow-perpendicular fast directions may be more common than previously571

assumed.572
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3. The common co-occurrence of LPO types with orthogonal fast directions that would573

cancel each other out might mean that at many places, we could expect to see no net574

azimuthal anisotropy. Additionally, while AG-type — a common LPO type in this575

dataset — results in a strong alignment of olivine’s slow axis ([010]) aligned normal to576

flow, we would expect no azimuthal anisotropy as both its fast and intermediate axes577

([100] and [001]) are girdled (and therefore unoriented) within the foliation or flow578

plane. Together, this would suggest that a lack of azimuthal anisotropy in a particular579

region should not be interpreted as a lack of deformation through dislocation creep,580

particularly if radial anisotropy is also observed.581

4. In the upper mantle, on average, horizontally polarized seismic shear waves (SH)582

travel faster than vertically polarized ones (SV). C-type LPO is the only variety that is583

predicted to substantially affect this radial anisotropy, since its alignment of fast axes584

orthogonal to the flow plane would result in VSV>VSH rather than VSH>VSV (in the585

case of horizontal shear), which is characteristic of all other LPO types. However, C-586

type LPO is not only the least abundant LPO type in the dataset, but when observed,587

it was typically only present in one or two samples at a given locality. This suggests588

that despite the complexities in azimuthal anisotropy resulting from the confluence589

of these various LPO types at localities around the globe, radial anisotropy may be590

largely unaffected. An exception might be the large subset of samples with E-type591

LPO, as this type results in a ∼30% reduction of radial anisotropy compared to592

A-type LPO (Becker et al., 2008).593

8 Conclusions594

We present a compilation of new and published naturally deformed peridotites with595

the goal of connecting six established olivine LPO types to the wide range of deformation596

conditions present in the Earth’s mantle. Contrary to previous inferences from experiments,597

we do not see evidence that olivine LPO is primarily determined by water content and dif-598

ferential stress magnitude, possibly because individual olivine slip systems are less sensitive599

to stress and water content at the low stress magnitudes that characterize the upper mantle.600

Temperature appears to play a role, with AG- and B-type LPOs occurring at lower temper-601

atures on average, and C- and E-type LPOs dominantly occurring at higher temperatures.602

Additionally, quantification of strain geometry reveals that AG-, B- and C-type LPOs typ-603

ically form when deformation fabrics are oblate, D-type when prolate, and A- and E-type604
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during plane strain. Our results highlight the need for further experiments investigating the605

relationship between LPO, stress, and water, but at conditions closer to those typical of the606

upper mantle (i.e., lower stress and temperatures) and with improved constraints on water607

contents using the calibration of Bell et al. (2003) or SIMS. Finally, our results showcase the608

complexities of olivine LPO development. The observation that individual localities can pre-609

serve as many as five LPO types exemplifies this, and may explain some of the complexities610

observed from seismic anisotropy within the continental mantle lithosphere.611

Appendix A: List of Studies Included in the Literature Compilation612

Samples from the following studies are represented in the literature review: Bascou613

et al. (2008); Baptiste et al. (2015); Behr & Smith (2016); Cao et al. (2017); Chatzaras614

et al. (2016); Chin et al. (2016); Drury et al. (2011); Falus et al. (2008); Frese et al. (2003);615

Hidas et al. (2007); Jung et al. (2009a,b, 2013, 2014); Kaczmarek & Reddy (2013); Kamei616

et al. (2010); Katayama et al. (2005, 2011); Kim & Jung (2015); Lee & Jung (2015); Mehl617

et al. (2003); Michibayashi et al. (2007, 2012); Michibayashi & Oohara (2013); Mizukami618

et al. (2004); Mizukami & Wallis (2005); Morales & Tommasi (2011); Nagaya et al. (2014);619

Palasse et al. (2012); Park & Jung (2015); Park et al. (2014); Pera et al. (2003); Précigout620

& Hirth (2014); Satsukawa et al. (2010); Satsukawa & Michibayashi (2014); Skemer et al.621

(2010, 2013, 2006); Soustelle et al. (2010); Tasaka et al. (2008); Tommasi et al. (2006, 2004);622

Vauchez et al. (2005); Wang et al. (2013a,b); Warren et al. (2008); Webber et al. (2010); Xu623

et al. (2006); Yang et al. (2010).624

A description of how information was incorportated from these studies, along with an625

inventory of the types of samples and analyses done in each of these studies can be found626

in the Supplementary Material (Text S3 and Table S4).627
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Figure 1. Five types of olivine LPO are shown with pole figures and schematic oriented crystals

in water vs. stress space as determined from the experiments of Bystricky et al. (2000); Zhang

et al. (2000); Jung & Karato (2001); Katayama et al. (2004); Jung et al. (2006). Water contents

were calculated using the calibration of Paterson (1982), and would be ∼3.5X higher using the

calibration of Bell et al. (2003), as is presented in the gray region of Figure 6.
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Figure 2. A: Localities of samples analyzed in this study as well as represented in the literature

compilation (48 published studies representing 445 peridotite samples from 52 localities). Due to

space constraints, a list of these studies and citations can be found in the Supplementary Material.

B: A breakdown of the 510 individual samples included in this study and in the literature compila-

tion by peridotite type. C: A breakdown of the 510 individual samples included in this study and

in the literature compilation by olivine LPO type. Inset: Pie charts show that a comparison of the

proportion of LPO types in this compilation are similar to the compilation of Ismäıl & Mainprice

(1998), shown in gray.
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Figure 3. Frequency of olivine LPO types present at each individual locality. Locality numbers

are identified in Table 1 and the Supplementary Material Table S4.
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Figure 4. Bar chart showing the slip systems identified from subgrain misorientation analyses

in each sample, which are themselves grouped by the samples’ bulk LPO type. Slip systems are

colored to match the LPO type associated with each slip system.
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Figure 5. Water contents from this study obtained through SIMS analyses. A-C: Water contents

for the three phases are plotted against one another. The samples from this study are plotted

alongside the extensive compilation of Warren & Hauri (2014), and the partition coefficients lines

of that study based on experimental and natural samples. D: Average core and rim water content

values measured for the samples in this study, colored by phase. Inset shows zoomed in view of

lower water content values (gray rectangle).
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Figure 6. Left: Samples from nature shown along samples from experiments in stress-water

space, colored by olivine LPO type. Boundaries projected from experimental conditions to the

lower stresses < 100 MPa typical of much of the mantle. All water contents (including that of

experiments) that use the Paterson (1982) calibration have been multiplied by 3.5. Most olivine

water contents plotted here are calculated from pyroxene water contents using partition coefficients

(see text for details). Right: Mean, median, upper and lower quartiles of stress and water for natural

samples in each LPO group. (Versions of this figure that are solely on measured vs. calculated

water are included in Supplementary Material Figure S5.)
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Figure 7. A: Samples in stress-temperature space, colored by olivine LPO type. B: B- and

C-type LPO samples from nature shown along samples from experiments. C: Mean and median of

stress and temperature for samples within each LPO type group. Lines represent upper and lower

quartiles.
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Figure 8. A: Olivine LPO type as a function of spinel shape parameter, T, and BA-index. T

increases from prolate to oblate, where 0 is plane strain. Red dashed lines highlight inverse trend

originally identified in Chatzaras et al. (2016). B: The same plot, but for mean and median of

samples within each LPO type group. Lines represent upper and lower quartiles.
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Table 1. Properties of analysed samples677

Temperature ‡ Water Content

Sample No. Locality Name Locality 
No.

Peridotite 
type*

LPO-type 
✥

Microstructural 
category

𝜎 
(MPa)
†

T °C 
(used in 
plots)

T °C range Method ▼
OL ppm H2O 
(measured) 
▲

OL ppm H2O 
(calculated) 
△

OPX ppm 
H2O

CPX ppm 
H2O

07EB4-1 Elephant Butte 12 X A protogranular 15 1018 --- SIMS 17 24 189 395

114027-10 San Carlos 17 X E protogranular 25 1022 988--1056 SIMS 13 10 94 124

114027-16 San Carlos 17 X A porphyroclastic 21 1022 988--1056 --- --- --- --- ---

114027-23 San Carlos 17 X A porphyroclastic 20 1022 988--1056 SIMS 5 5 11 118

114027-6 San Carlos 17 X A protogranular 16 1022 988--1056 SIMS 6 11 99 ---

116610-26 San Quintin 7 X D porphyroclastic 23 875 800--950 SIMS 5 20 184 292

117200-205 San Carlos 17 X AG porphyroclastic 22 1022 988--1056 SIMS 5 7 67 92

117200-211 San Carlos 17 X AG porphyroclastic 24 1022 988--1056 --- --- --- --- ---

BELB9-6a Elephant Butte 12 X A porphyroclastic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

CC07-1-22 Cerro Chato 26 X C porphyroclastic 17 997 --- SIMS 7 --- --- ---

CC07-2-1 Cerro Chato 26 X ? porphyroclastic --- 997 --- SIMS 6 3 28 53

CG07-1-26 Cerro de Guadalupe 26 X ? protogranular --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

CG07-1-36 Cerro de Guadalupe 26 X ? porphyroclastic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

CG07-1-52 Cerro de Guadalupe 26 X A porphyroclastic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

DW8 Eifel Germany 28 X A protogranular 12 935 900--970 SIMS 18 19 --- 271

I7 Ivrea Zone 47 C B porphyroclastic 34 1100 1000--1200 SIMS 38 --- --- ---

I8 Ivrea Zone 47 C E protogranular 19 1100 1000--1200 SIMS 8 --- --- ---

Kb Kilbourne Hole 23 X B porphyroclastic 21 1050 1000--1100 SIMS 1 16 137 241

KH1 Kilbourne Hole 23 X AG porphyroclastic 27 1050 1000--1100 --- --- --- --- ---

KH2 Kilbourne Hole 23 X B protogranular 25 1050 1000--1100 SIMS 1 24 174 413

Ki-5-319 Cima 15 X A mylonitic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

N117 Navajo 8 X AG porphyroclastic 18 600 500--700 --- --- --- --- ---

N122 Navajo 8 X A porphyroclastic 87 600 500--700 --- --- --- --- ---

N167 Navajo 8 X AG mylonitic 25 600 500--700 SIMS 43 75 318 1657

N178 Navajo 8 X B porphyroclastic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

N188 Navajo 8 X E protogranular 18 600 500--700 SIMS 7 72 220 1712

O16D Norway 8 C AG protogranular 39 725 700--750 --- --- --- --- ---

O16E Norway 8 C AG porphyroclastic 45 725 700--750 SIMS 38 --- --- ---

O18A Norway 8 C A porphyroclastic 35 725 700--750 --- --- --- --- ---

O18B Norway 8 C ? protogranular 27 725 700--750 --- --- --- --- ---

O18C Norway 8 C AG protogranular 37 725 700--750 SIMS 51 --- --- ---

PL1 Lunar Crater 11 X A mylonitic 45 1250 1200--1300 SIMS 20 --- --- ---

PL10 Lunar Crater 11 X E mylonitic 62 1241 --- --- --- --- --- ---

PL11 Lunar Crater 11 X E mylonitic 62 1250 1200--1300 SIMS 45 --- --- ---

PL13 Lunar Crater 11 X E porphyroclastic 25 1201 --- SIMS 21 6 57 ---

PL6 Lunar Crater 11 X C mylonitic 45 1250 1200--1300 SIMS 24 --- --- ---

RCiV8-1 Cima 15 X E porphyroclastic 16 1006 --- FTIR --- 18 80 261

RCiV8-22 Cima 15 X A protogranular 17 1004 --- SIMS --- 8 --- 120

RCiV8-6 Cima 15 X A granular 15 1013 --- SIMS --- 10 131 140

RDH11 Dish Hill 14 X A granular 16 992 --- --- --- --- --- ---

RDH14 Dish Hill 14 X A granular 11 1072 --- FTIR --- 13 169 183

RDH15 Dish Hill 14 X E mylonitic 24 897 --- SIMS --- --- 57 145

RDH23 Dish Hill 14 X E mylonitic 19 955 --- SIMS --- 17 --- 238

RDH26 Dish Hill 14 X A porphyroclastic 16 997 --- FTIR --- 13 133 150

RDH33 Dish Hill 14 X D porphyroclastic 24 865 --- FTIR --- 9 84 ---

RDH44 Dish Hill 14 X ? protogranular 21 1000 900--1100 --- --- --- --- ---

RDH49 Dish Hill 14 X E porphyroclastic 20 991 --- --- --- --- --- ---

RNF7 Newfoundland 51 O A mylonitic --- 1075 1050--1100 SIMS 81 23 209 ---

RNF8 Newfoundland 51 O ? mylonitic --- 1075 1050--1100 SIMS 57 --- --- ---

SQ1 San Quintin 7 X D porphyroclastic 36 875 800--950 SIMS 13 19 175 ---

SQ2 San Quintin 7 X D porphyroclastic 27 875 800--950 SIMS -1 27 270 339

SQ3 San Quintin 7 X D mylonitic 23 875 800--950 SIMS 21 20 182 288

SQ5 San Quintin 7 X ? porphyroclastic 32 875 800--950 SIMS 11 --- --- ---

V17A Norway 41 C ? porphyroclastic 70 725 700--750 --- --- --- --- ---

V24A Norway 41 C B porphyroclastic 24 725 700--750 SIMS 57 --- --- ---

WCiVb36 Cima 15 X C porphyroclastic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

WCiVb46 Cima 15 X E porphyroclastic 24 970 --- FTIR --- 10 95 128

WCiVb47 Cima 15 X A protogranular 24 992 --- FTIR --- 26 239 ---

Y12B Norway 41 C ? protogranular 42 725 700--750 SIMS 87 --- --- ---

YF12 Lunar Crater 11 X E mylonitic 53 1258 --- SIMS 4 10 --- 147

YF3 Lunar Crater 11 X E mylonitic 53 1250 1200--1300 SIMS 5 --- --- ---

YF4 Lunar Crater 11 X ? mylonitic --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---

YF9a Lunar Crater 11 X E protogranular 49 1219 --- SIMS 15 9 106 77

YFN11 Lunar Crater 11 X ? mylonitic 67 1219 --- SIMS 5 4 34 ---

YFN13 Lunar Crater 11 X E porphyroclastic 52 1257 --- SIMS 15 8 82 92

* Peridotite type: X=xenolith; C=continental; O=ophiolite
✥ "?" indicates LPO type was inconclusive from EBSD
† Stress estimated from paleopiezometer of Van der Wal et al. (1993)
‡ T range included if exact T is unknown for given sample. For these samples, T used in plots is based on median value within this range. Exact sample T values for Elephant Butte and Cerro Chato samples

come from Byerly and Lassiter (2012); Dish Hill and Cima samples from Bernard and Behr (2017). Regional T ranges for samples from other localities come from studies cited in Supplementary Material.
▼ SIMS analyses from this study; FTIR analyses from Bernard and Behr, 2017
▲ multiply by 16 to convert to ppm H/Si
△ if sample has both opx and cpx water contents, this number is an average of the two calculated olivine contents based on partition coefficients for each phase. 

Otherwise, if this sample only has water contents for one pyroxene, this number is calculated from that.
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Table 2. Properties of analysed samples678

CT-derived
EBSD-derived values values✦ Modal percentages  (of mapped area) ✧ Aspect Ratios §

Sample Name M-index J-index BA-index FIA-
index T P' olivine opx cpx spinel other X/Z X/Y Y/Z

Flinn 
constant, 
k

07EB4-1 0.11 3.71 0.52 55.11 0.27 1.23 65 13 20 2 0 --- --- --- ---
114027-10 0.18 3.87 0.41 105.53 --- --- 74 18 8 1 0 2.73 2.06 1.33 3.23
114027-16 0.13 3.24 0.54 33.12 --- --- 74 15 10 1 0 2.01 0.93 2.16 -0.06
114027-23 0.11 3.00 0.48 45.72 --- --- 64 17 16 2 0 3.03 2.09 1.45 2.44
114027-6 0.17 4.61 0.63 51.44 --- --- 82 16 2 0 0 1.72 0.64 2.69 -0.21
116610-26 0.11 2.71 0.71 77.11 --- --- 66 16 18 0 0 --- --- --- ---
117200-205 0.12 2.72 0.30 8.63 --- --- 66 19 15 0 0 2.90 1.22 2.38 0.16
117200-211 0.22 4.62 0.09 -1.76 0.33 1.43 54 33 12 2 0 --- --- --- ---
BELB9-6a 0.16 3.42 0.51 77.19 0.36 1.51 71 16 12 1 0 --- --- --- ---
CC07-1-22 0.04 1.67 0.57 173.00 0.08 1.20 77 12 10 1 0 --- --- --- ---
CC07-2-1 0.05 2.28 0.37 109.25 0.05 1.21 79 7 14 1 0 --- --- --- ---
CG07-1-26 0.02 2.20 0.57 -9.26 --- --- 74 13 12 0 0 --- --- --- ---
CG07-1-36 0.08 2.10 0.42 -24.14 0.76 1.34 71 15 13 1 0 --- --- --- ---
CG07-1-52 0.06 2.34 0.36 41.16 -0.34 1.16 71 15 12 2 0 --- --- --- ---
DW8 0.23 5.54 0.47 37.46 0.62 1.36 91 6 3 0 0 2.52 0.94 2.69 -0.04
I7 0.05 2.14 0.26 -28.35 0.33 1.32 78 6 16 0 0 2.17 1.25 1.74 0.34
I8 0.04 1.70 0.63 120.23 0.22 1.30 69 14 17 0 0 2.03 1.98 1.03 38.43
Kb 0.12 2.72 0.47 -15.80 0.41 1.39 67 15 14 3 0 1.56 0.71 2.20 -0.24
KH1 0.14 2.64 0.31 2.18 0.49 1.48 57 21 20 2 0 2.42 0.87 2.78 -0.07
KH2 0.08 2.23 0.13 -6.19 -0.32 1.18 45 21 32 2 0 2.13 0.94 2.26 -0.04
Ki-5-319 0.08 2.60 0.44 56.06 --- --- 72 10 17 0 0 --- --- --- ---
N117 0.22 5.07 0.24 11.54 -0.24 1.86 85 7 7 0 1 2.60 1.09 2.39 0.06
N122 0.23 5.52 0.52 51.24 0.19 1.48 75 17 6 1 2 2.23 0.98 2.28 -0.02
N167 0.20 4.32 0.09 10.58 --- --- 88 7 5 0 0 2.30 1.71 1.35 2.03
N178 0.29 6.49 0.16 -16.03 0.37 1.42 95 2 2 0 1 --- --- --- ---
N188 0.17 4.55 0.85 93.58 0.77 1.40 68 23 8 0 0 --- --- --- ---
O16D 0.01 1.19 0.10 9.03 0.69 2.43 93 1 1 0 5 3.08 2.46 1.25 5.79
O16E 0.04 1.45 0.36 43.44 0.47 2.24 91 2 1 0 6 2.31 1.17 1.97 0.17
O18A 0.18 3.53 0.47 44.01 --- --- 100 0 0 0 0 --- --- --- ---
O18B 0.01 1.35 0.68 -61.36 -0.25 1.24 98 0 2 0 0 --- --- --- ---
O18C 0.05 1.55 0.33 25.83 -0.87 1.35 99 0 0 1 0 1.72 0.84 2.05 -0.15
PL1 0.22 5.88 0.44 54.25 --- --- 99 0 1 0 0 --- --- --- ---
PL10 0.09 3.02 0.82 89.61 --- --- 86 12 2 0 0 --- --- --- ---
PL11 0.37 17.38 0.00 179.20 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
PL13 0.31 5.98 0.74 100.88 --- --- 82 17 1 0 0 --- --- --- ---
PL6 0.23 7.93 0.20 149.52 --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- --- ---
RCiV8-1 0.01 1.55 0.57 92.23 -0.37 1.36 59 25 16 1 0 3.06 2.13 1.44 2.58
RCiV8-22 0.11 3.07 0.53 84.30 --- --- 77 7 14 2 0 --- --- --- ---
RCiV8-6 0.21 3.91 0.47 32.46 -0.10 1.26 68 16 14 2 0 --- --- --- ---
RDH11 0.10 2.98 0.63 80.35 0.21 1.32 79 11 9 2 0 --- --- --- ---
RDH14 0.13 4.34 0.72 -34.90 --- --- 59 31 8 1 0 --- --- --- ---
RDH15 0.06 2.54 0.42 103.02 --- --- 57 27 15 0 0 3.02 1.59 1.90 0.65
RDH23 0.13 3.46 0.58 105.30 -0.08 1.50 64 15 21 0 0 3.56 1.65 2.17 0.55
RDH26 0.05 2.46 0.36 54.81 0.10 1.44 64 14 21 1 0 3.05 1.77 1.72 1.07
RDH33 0.08 2.31 0.59 82.92 -0.30 1.44 80 15 5 0 0 3.32 1.51 2.20 0.42
RDH44 0.04 3.55 0.36 131.10 -0.34 1.40 49 27 23 1 0 3.44 2.45 1.40 3.62
RDH49 0.03 2.19 0.39 87.89 -0.54 1.31 60 22 17 1 0 3.33 2.19 1.52 2.30
RNF7 0.08 2.35 0.44 64.61 0.59 1.28 49 42 7 1 1 --- --- --- ---
RNF8 0.06 2.20 0.30 123.21 0.25 1.26 70 21 4 4 1 --- --- --- ---
SQ1 0.09 2.07 0.85 94.26 0.09 1.45 89 7 4 0 0 2.65 1.30 2.03 0.30
SQ2 0.11 2.42 0.51 125.89 0.51 1.25 66 18 14 2 0 2.49 1.12 2.22 0.10
SQ3 0.08 2.95 0.68 114.30 --- --- 61 21 18 0 0 4.75 2.36 2.01 1.35
SQ5 0.11 2.32 0.69 -46.77 --- --- 82 12 5 1 0 --- --- --- ---
V17A 0.03 1.45 0.41 81.74 0.69 1.69 87 5 8 0 0 1.85 1.07 1.72 0.10
V24A 0.03 1.35 0.53 59.14 0.19 2.85 90 0 0 0 10 2.02 0.95 2.11 -0.04
WCiVb36 0.10 3.44 0.36 179.20 0.30 1.63 28 0 18 0 54 2.45 1.09 2.25 0.07
WCiVb46 0.08 2.86 0.31 102.00 -0.24 1.47 59 19 21 1 0 3.72 2.52 1.47 3.22
WCiVb47 0.11 3.09 0.57 79.47 -0.20 1.53 67 28 5 0 0 2.67 1.79 1.49 1.61
Y12B 0.04 1.43 0.74 31.59 0.17 2.59 99 0 0 0 0 --- --- --- ---
YF12 0.09 3.22 0.58 103.79 --- --- 93 0 7 0 0 --- --- --- ---
YF3 0.22 9.39 0.52 89.52 -0.22 1.23 100 0 0 0 0 --- --- --- ---
YF4 0.29 8.81 0.82 96.57 -0.22 1.18 99 0 0 0 0 3.63 1.34 2.70 0.20
YF9a 0.05 1.99 0.45 109.90 0.46 1.17 77 3 20 0 0 --- --- --- ---
YFN11 0.12 3.07 0.49 -62.76 --- --- 90 9 1 0 0 3.11 1.07 2.89 0.04
YFN13 0.07 1.93 0.76 119.30 --- --- 55 19 25 0 0 2.65 0.79 3.33 -0.09

§ X: lineation within the foliation plane; Y: perpendicular to the lineation within the foliation plane; Z: perpendicular to both the lineation and foliation. X/Y ratio calculated from (X/Y)/(Y/Z). 
Flinn constant, k, calculated from ((X/Y)-1)/((Y/Z)-1)

✦From SLD method. See supplementary materials for SVD values.
✧ Modal percentages as calculated with MTEX over mapped area. Not necessarily representative of the sample overall 
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